Coal miners agree too late to halt strike

WASHINGTON (AP) — The United Mine Workers and the soft coal industry tentatively agreed yesterday on a contract calling for wage and benefit boosts of 56 percent over three years. The breakthrough came too late to avert an anticipated strike Friday, but approval by the rank and file could keep the walkout to a few days.

The union president said the membership was prepared to accept the contract, but workers in the field might not have the time to complete the ratification process before the current agreement expires at 12:01 a.m. Friday. The UMWA, which has followed a strict no-contract, no-work policy, has struck over every contract since 1914. Ratification ordinarily requires about 10 days.

A council meeting held Sept. 18 decided that the rank and file would vote on the contract during the weekend. The meeting was held two days before the strike deadline. But the council had been seeking a compromise since Labor Day.

The union said the members had already accepted 130 coal companies and the Bituminous Coal Operators Association in the area of working hours and pensions.

A meeting was held last night from 8:01 to 11:01 a.m. on the immediate issue of the strike date, but no resolution was reached. The council meeting here of the United Mine Workers and the United Steelworkers will meet this afternoon to discuss the possibility of settling the strike.

The union's national bargaining council, which has been meeting here this week, will meet again today to consider the possibility of settling the strike.

Protesting curfew

Poles threaten general strike

BYDGOSZCZ, Poland (AP) — Lech Walesa, national leader of the independent trade union Solidarity, threatened to strike every factory in Poland if the communist government refuses to accept his latest demand for a free election.

The union president said yesterday's talks opened last night as a desperate attempt to avoid a general strike, which he said would be called if the government did not agree to his demands.

The Solidarity leaders have been seeking a new election for months, but the government has been refusing to negotiate.

The union said yesterday that it would continue to insist on a new election, even if it means a general strike.

Despite the strike threat, the government has not yet agreed to any of the Solidarity demands. The union has said it will continue to strike until it gets what it wants.

The Solidarity leaders said they would not accept any compromise on the issue of elections.

The Solidarity leaders have said they will continue to strike until the government agrees to their demands.
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Rushing the bench and denouncing his judge and prosecutors, seceded racist Joseph Franklin was sentenced Monday to the maximum penalty of two consecutive life terms for violating the civil rights of two black joggers by shooting them to death. About 16 minutes, sweat-drenched and to the floor and bandaged after the outburst, which began with Franklin telling U.S. District Judge Bruce Jenkins, "This whole thing is a farce." He also called the two defendants "in the case of a "trained monkey" and "a fog," and said Jenkins was "nothing but an agent of this communist government." Jenkins denied the request for a new trial and said, "This tragedy is something that needn't have happened, shouldn't have happened," Franklin, 30, of Mobile, Ala., still faces Utah murder charges in the case which could lead to the death penalty, and last week was charged with four additional racially motivated slayings in Oklahoma and Indiana.

John Higgins
News Editor

Inside Tuesday

Was it just served?

I watched a man die earlier this month. He was not what I would call a good man, an admirable man or even a likeable man. But for him, I'm an "Icarus." He did not care about his own life; he did not care about the lives of others. His death was, nevertheless, tragic.

Steven T. Judy raped and murdered Mary Chastain by the side of the road. He then drowned her three children in a nearby river. He was convicted and sentenced to death by the jury that they could not save his victims from death. On March 9, he was electrocuted.

I have great sympathy for Steven Judy, he brutally murdered four people, he has been let to sit in prison for the rest of his life, I would never have given him another chance. But he was put to death. In order to deter others from committing murder, in order to repay him for his crimes, he was executed. As Illinois Governor Robert Orr said, "Justice was served."

Is capital punishment just? Does society have the right to put a man to death? In the 1976 landmark case Gregg v. Georgia, the United States Supreme Court ruled that society does indeed have that right. In essence, the Court based its judgment upon the "standards of decency" of contemporary society. The majority opinion concluded that the re-establishment of the penalty did not constitute cruel and unusual punishment. As society approves, men can be sentenced to death.

The argument to society's support of the death penalty. Despite protests following the execution of murderer John Spooner, in 1982, society's majority is clear. In 1982, 1,350 people remaining on Florida's Death Row - or more popular than "I Love NY." Certainly not everyone supports capital punishment, but acceptance is widespread.

The Court considered other factors in its approval of the death penalty. The Justices determined that the penalty did not represent cruel and unusual punishment as defined in the Constitution. While recognizing the possibility of "executions by mistake," in its favor, and its "irreversibility," it is also to the proportion of murder and extreme sanction, suitable to the most extreme of crimes.

Finally, the Court accepted capital punishment as a real deterrent to murder. "It is unacceptable to permit anyone to escape to the crime," the Court stated. "Even the most superficially concerned murderer, such as murder for hire, the death penalty may well serve to prevent murder.

It is with these points I take exception to the legitimacy of the death penalty. The basis for the prohibition of cruel and unusual punishment in the constitution is decency. Punishment of society's nature and persons with the society's percentage of the worth of a human body. To put a man to death pales the value of the human individual in the shadow of society's moral responsibility to demonstrate how much we value a human life: what it really shows is how little we actually do. Capital punishment might be acceptable if it were indeed an effective deterrent. It is not. Murderers are committed either in the heat of passion or absolute consequence. In one's ability to kill without being caught. In the other, criminals are not thinking of any consequences; in the other he simply shrugs them off.

The most popular argument for capital punishment completely abandons society's moral responsibilities. Some argue that we, as taxpayers, should not be forced to support a murderer for the rest of his life. The purpose of the judicial system is to maintain some semblance of moral order in society. To accomplish this objective, we must pay a certain price. In the case of murder, that price is either to compromise our moral code by executing the criminal, or to penalize taxpayers' money keeping him alive. Criminal punishment is far less than the present.

I cannot reconcile or rationalize the death penalty. It is murder by the state. A law or a judge saying it is lawful does not make it moral. Society may have an emotional need for revenge and "justice." I think that the state's need is an emotional requirement, which is the ultimate disaster. For the rest of his life, I would never have given him another chance.

The Observer is always looking for new reporters. If you like to write, stop by our office on the third floor of the Lopesome and talk to our news editor for details. Experience is not necessary.

Purdue Convos... presents

Toshiaki Akiyoshi / Lew Tabackin / Big Band / Jazz

Monday, April 6 & 8 p.m.
Loup Playhouse
Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN

8 & 65
Visa & Master Charge
Admission: $17-19; 494-1320
"An honest sustains a spark, a""tire and crispness that few if any others can match."
—L. A. Timon

Fair and cool nights with sunny and mild days through Wednesday. Highs in the low 50s. Low tonight in the upper 30s. — TP

The Observer
Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556
The Observer is an independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and as objectively as possible. Editors reserve the opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board. Commentaries, opinions, and letters are the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community, and the free expression of varying opinions as campus, through letters, is encouraged.

By The Observer and The Associated Press
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U.S. pushes Japanese to bolster defenses

TOKYO — (AP) The United States wants Japan to take over more of its own defense. But Japanese officials say public pressure from the Reagan administration could cause trouble for a government faced with the public's strong anti-military feeling.

Defense is one of the major issues President Reagan said he will discuss with Japanese Prime Minister Zenko Suzuki during Suzuki's visit to Wash­ington in May. Foreign Minister Masayoshi Ihara in Washington now for talks touching on defense, but primarily dealing with a possible curb on U.S. imports of Japanese cars.

Since the Allied occupation after World War II and U.S. promotion of a constitution outlawing an army, Japan has relied heavily on the United States for its security.

Japanese officials fear the Reagan government may begin pushing for changes in Japan's strictly limited defense policy — changes they say are impossible at present and unlikely in the near future.

"Some continued, quiet pressure would be necessary and useful," said one Foreign Ministry official who asked not to be identified. "But public pressure by the United States on Japan would exacerbate the issue," he said.

The problem, officials here say, is that the Japanese people never have overcome a dislike of the military brought on by the disastrous defeat in World War II, or the "nuclear allergy" caused by the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Japan's recently resigned top soldier, Gen. Goro Takei, claimed that few Japanese are convinced they can or should defend Japan even from an outright attack by another country.

Even though Japan has become increasingly worried about the Soviet Union, defense policy is so controversial that even to suggest changes can bring pressure on defense officials to resign and start a storm of protest.

In Fort Lauderdale
Police seek identity of Jane Doe

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. (AP) — Police who have been seeking clues to the identity of a woman found naked and near death in a state park say they will ask that her couple to determine if Jane Doe is their long-missing daughter.

Doctors and investigators say it is most likely the woman is Cheryl Ann Tomczyk, of Browie, Ill., who dropped from sight seven years ago.

"We've asked the Tomczyk family to make arrangements, that we will be notifying them within a week to come to Florida," Fort Lauderdale police Sgt. Frank Schueler said over the weekend.

"All I can say is we have more diagnostic tests for Jane this week and we are checking out three different possible identities," Schueler said.

Doctor George P. Page called the fuel-loading tests "a big hassle" to overcome before the shuttle takes its maiden 54-hour flight.

Space shuttle makes safety changes

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — A special investigative board ordered changes in safety procedures yesterday and postponed for 24 hours the test loading of supercold liquid fuels into the space shuttle.

The delay will give the special panel time to print and distribute its report to the space agency's 35,000 workers.

"We've got a three-second violation before the big external tank," said a police officer.

"Right now it appears to be very shaky for April 8," said a source who asked not to be identified. "It looks like we're moving toward the end of the week, like the 9th or the 10th.

"All I can say is we have more diagnostic tests for Jane this week and we are checking out three different possible identities," Schueler said.
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LOS ANGELES - (AP) Carol Burnet's libel claim against the National Enquirer went to the jury yesterday after her attorney asked jurors to "hit them where it hurts" by awarding substantial damages.

An attorney for the National Enquirer said Ms. Burnet's libel claim should be rejected to protect the First Amendment and the public's right to know. Miss Burnet's lawyer, Ed Bronson, said in his closing arguments that the item, describing an alleged run-in with Hanny Kissinger at a Washington restaurant, absurdly implied the entertainer was drunk.

Superior Court Judge Peter Smith made it clear that to award damages the jurors must conclude that the National Enquirer "acted with actual malice," when it printed the story. Because the case was submitted to the jurors late in the day, Smith suggested they meet briefly, select a foreman and return this morning for deliberations.

Lawyer William Manterton, in his final arguments on behalf of the Enquirer, said, "I speak almost as much for an idea as for a client. News dissemination is important - it's the stuff this country is all about. There are some who may feel that some news is more important than other. But according to the Supreme Court ... news is news - period. It's all entitled to the same protection."

Enquirer suit goes to jury

Coal miners wage wildcat strikes

Los Angeles - (AP) - Hope of averting another round of overtime by the United Mine Workers of America spread through the coalfields yester-

day following the word of a tentative agreement, but 7,000 miners stayed on strike in wildcat action.

Miners and operators alike ap-

peared optimistic at UMW President John Scurtham's early in the morning an-

nounced a proposed settlement with the Bituminous Coal Operators Association after a five-day stably.

At least a brief national strike by the miners which mines about half of the nation's coal, remained likely.

The union's present contract expires Friday and official said negotiations to break the logjam by union members would take about 10 days.

The UMW has a tradition of not working without a signed contract.

Church predicted the national strike would last only four or five days if the settlement is approved.

"We're pretty gratified that a tentative agreement has been reached, but obviously it has a way to go yet," said Doug Martin of Amex Coal Co., which has mines in Indiana and Illinois.

"If a six-day contract they will have to get," said Randall Duncan, vice president of the Scott 300 members in western Kentucky. "But they're going to look at it." The 59-member bargain-


council will consider the contract by April 10. If it proves, the rank and file members in about 950 locals in Appalachia and the Midwest will be asked to ratify the agreement.

But on everybody's mind was the UMW's record 111-day strike in 1977/78 that came after the members rejected a negotiated settle-

ment. Church said he would not go into the details, but that the union had won a 56 percent increase in wages and benefits over the three years of the contract.

The added that industry had abandoned its proposal for miners to be open seven days a week, while the union agreed to an in-

dustry proposal to abandon national pension plans in favor of company-

by-company plans.

"I don't think the following will go back to work unless the pension plan was included right now," said Gene Connors, president of UMW local 1643 in Monongah, W.Va.

Some UMW officials said a key to the settlement will be Church's credibility with the rank and file.

"I think they (miners) have more faith in Mr. Church than in anybody else in the last 10 years because he knows what's going on in the coal-

fields," said William Harper of Dis-

tuct 29 in south central West Virginia.

Scattered groups of miners were striking in Kentucky, Penn-

sylvania and Florida, apparently having ended in Virginia, of-

ficials said. At least 2,000 were out at one point last week.

... Miners

... Strike

... Marchers

ENGINEERS

Gulf Oil Corporation, a major energy company, has job openings for all types of graduating engineers who are interested in building a career in crude oil and gas producing operations.

Duties include drilling, equipment installation and maintenance, subsurface reservoir studies, economic evaluation of producing properties, well stimulation and reconditioning, and enhanced oil recovery operations.

Training courses will be provided to accelerate career development in oil and gas producing and drilling operations. Positions are located in Gulf Coast, Mid-Continent, Rocky Mountain, and West Coast areas. Excellent employee benefits.

Please send resume and transcript to: J. R. Ligon, Jr.

GULF OIL EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION COMPANY

Sec. E. P. O. Drawer 2100

Houston, TX 77001

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

FELLOWSHIPS AVAILABLE

The Department of Linguistics at the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle offers work leading to the MA in theoretical and applied linguistics, including an MA in TESOL - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages.

A generous number of Fellowships are available to qualifying graduate students. The Fellowships include a stipend of $1,500 for the academic year, plus a Tuition Fee Waiver. In addition, other kinds of financial aid are available to prospective students. The deadline for applications is April 15, 1981. For application information, write to:

Andrew Schiller, Head

Department of Linguistics

University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

Box 34, Chicago, IL 60680

continued from page 1

The union president declared last Friday that his efforts to revive the talks had been futile and told miners to brace for a long strike.

Church continued his quest to resume bargaining throughout the weekend. The two sides returned to the table early yesterday, neither one saying what led to the breakthrough.

Church said shortly after the two sides reached agreement that the union's 160,000 members likely would be on strike for four or five days - starting with the expiration of the current pact at 12:01 a.m. EST Friday - while the new pact undergoes ratification. That process ordinarily takes 9 or 10 days. But later in the day, Church declared, "in view of the contract and the package, I think it would probably be better for us to go ahead and work. ... I can't see anything positive happening by having a four-day strike that you really wouldn't need to have." Church added, however, that he did not know if the union's 39-member bargaining council would be willing to extend the old contract during the ratifica-

continued from page 1

Observers filled the meeting hall but reporters were barred. The official media said there were many unanswered ques-

tions surrounding the beating inci-

dent. The official Polish news agency PAP published a lengthy statement saying that Solidarity activists who had refused to leave the government building after the meeting there was "adjudged 'were led out' without the use of force.

The statement said the issue of in-

justice that left three Solidarity ac-

tivists hospitalized "requires careful examination. Of the conflict ex-

amined, it suggested that some in-

juries to one of the men may have been suffered in a conflict at March 15 in which another person was killed.

Solidarity's account of the clash said that police beat up 25 people and that three were beaten so badly that they were hospitalized.

continued from page 1
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LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP) — The two-China dispute that has been a thorn in the Olympic Games for years was resolved Monday when Taiwan signed an accord at the International Olympic Committee and rejoined the games, ending two years of squabbling and bickering. The accord, between the IOC and the new “Chinese Taipei Olympic Committee,” outlines Taiwan “to participate in future Olympic games ... like every national Olympic committee with the same status and the same rights,” according to a seven-line IOC announcement.

Taiwan accepted a new name for the committee, a new flag and a new Olympic emblem replacing the old pre-revolution insignia under which the Taipai leadership claimed to speak for all of China.

Taiwan was part of the Olympic movement under the name “Republic of China” until 1979. The mainland government consistently refused to take part in the Olympics while Taiwan was recognized.

A small contingent of athletes and coaches from Taiwan came to the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Placid, N.Y., but attempted to fly their flag and were kicked out. Taiwan filed a lawsuit against the IOC in an attempt to keep its flag and committee name and declined to send athletes to the 1980 Summer Games in Moscow. Mainland China, which had a small contingent at Lake Placid, joined the United States-led boycott of the 1980 Summer Games. The accord assures Chinese participation at Los Angeles, site of the 1984 Summer Games.

In both meetings, the U.S. Olympic Committee, IOC spokes­man Alan Copus said.

The agreement was signed by IOC president Juan Antonio Samaranch of Spain and Shen Chia/Ming, head of the Chinese Taipei Olympic Com­mittee. Henry Hsu, the IOC member from Taiwan, also attended. Photographers were barred from the brief ceremony and the tears of the press release on the accord also made it plain that the IOC was not in­terested in giving the event much publicity.

Chow Chung Huan, secretary general of the Nationalist Chinese Amateur Athletic Federation, said, “Now that the (name) problem has been settled, our athletes should be able to take part in more internation­nal competitions.”

A foreign ministry spokesman in Taipei, said, “We did not want to be identified, said the government had no comment.

Protesters who pelted U.S. Klux Klansmen with rocks and bottles in an assault that left at least 25 people injured were part of “a clear-cut conspiracy to deny us our rights to free speech and freedom of assembly,” said a national Klan leader. Bill Wilkinson, imperial wizard of the In­visible Empire, Knights of the Ku Klux Klans, said he hoped to meet today with Justice Department officials to request that they investigate the Saturnbyte violence “by cowardly communists.” “We want to do all we can to see that the people involved are investigated and hopefully in­dicted,” Wilkinson said Sunday, sur­rounded by heavily armed police.

The injured, including five Klan members and 19 police officers, were given hospital treatment and released or did not require treat­ment, except one female Klan mem­ber who is in guarded condition after being hit by a brick.

Some OC student was given a hospital treatment and released or did not require treat­ment, except one female Klan mem­ber who is in guarded condition after being hit by a brick.
Features

Fourth WOW Opens Next Week

Women's Opportunity Week (WOW) began in the spring of 1976, inspired by a few graduating seniors, sponsored by Saint Mary's Student Government, and dedicated to women. Student Government strongly supports this women's educational experience and invites you and your department to encourage colleagues and students to participate in WOW 1981.

This year's Women's Opportunity Week is set for March 29 - April 5. The theme is "Celebration of Women" and the program is as follows (time and location are subject to change):

Sunday, March 29, 11:00 a.m., Community Mass—"Celebration for Women"

Pat Carroll will delight ND-SMC audiences on April 1.

Monday, March 30, All Day: Women's Fair—Location to be announced, including Regina Nichte, Fashion Consultant; and at 8:00 p.m., The Osbournes will perform at the Little Theatre.

Tuesday, March 31, 8:00 p.m. at Carroll Hall, Keynote Speaker: Nora Ephron. Ms. Ephron is a well-known writer and contributing editor to Esquire. She is the author of three books, Wallflower at the Orgy, Crazy Salad, Scrabble, Scrabble. Reception following sponsored by Regina Hall.

Wednesday, April 1, 8:00 p.m. at O'Laughlin Auditorium: The Performing Arts Series presents Gertrude Stein, Gertrude Stein, Gertrude Stein with Pat Carroll. Pat Carroll as Gertrude Stein invites you into her salon at 27 Rue de Hauras where vivid stories, petty gossip, and the ghosts of her illustrious and creative friends penetrate the art-filled salon.

Thursday, April 2, 8:00 p.m. at Carroll Hall, Keynote Speaker: Mrs. DeBolt. Mrs. DeBolt is the mother of 20 children, 5 by her first marriage, 1 by her second marriage, and 14 adopted children of different races and nationalities who were physically and socially handicapped and deemed "unadoptable." Reception following sponsored by Student Association.

Friday and Saturday: Movie, Norma Rae and the opening of Notes from the Nile by Adriana Trigiani. The new concept initiated in this year's Women's Op-

Verbal pollution - the new pornography

There's a new pornography taking over our language, and it makes me feel --- of a lot more uncomfortable than those Anglo-Saxon verbs and gerunds that are deleted from polite journals. When I hear somebody say "I think I know where you're coming from," I avert my eyes in embarrassment. And if the response is "Yeah, I've been getting in touch with my feelings," I cringe from a Jew's anecdote.

Can you believe I heard a college professor saying another: "Let's get together and dialogue." Have they no shame? People are talking openly about "interfacing" and "interacting" with one another. A student told me that he had gone home for the weekend and had enjoyed interacting with his parents. He didn't even have the grace to blush at this incestuous confession.

Of course we've heard so much about communicating that there's no more juice in that word. It sounds as tame and old fashioned as necking. And we've got so used to hearing people talk about relating to one another or developing meaningful relationships that we've become quite callous to such language. I hear it may even have filtered down into the grade schools.

"Resonate" is the latest indecency. "Certain aspects of my own life resonate in pop," Ralph Bakshi was quoted as saying the other day. A nun remarked --- yes, a nun --- that her experience resonated with the charisms of other communities. And a priest urged people to resonate with one another in a shared encounter. What kind of example is this from the role models?

"Role models!" There's another term that ought to be banished from respectable speech. It ought to be shoved into the closet from which "homosexual" and "masturbation" have emerged. "Role model" might be all right in the bedroom, or between psychiatrist and patient, but we mustn't use it in front of the children or they'll be picking it up. Let's keep a few of those other obscene compounds out of the hearing of children: "peer group," "value judgment," "learning experience."

That ubiquitous "experience" has even tainted sacred words, so that in church we hear of devotees having a "faith experience" or a "conversion experience." If they're not having an experience, they're having an encounter: a "sacramental encounter," or something even more kinky: "Married couples share encounter at weekend retreats," said a church bulletin.

Anyone who uses "awareness" without giving it a decent object should have his mouth washed out with soap. On all sides people speak of "becoming aware," "getting involved," "caring," "sharing," and leaving these participles indelicately naked of any object, direct or indirect.

A student declared that he wanted a job which would "expose" him to a variety of people. Another recalled that her year abroad had been valuable because she had been "exposed" to other cultures. Let's stop this indecent exposure before people begin talking of being exposed to a new movie, or even being exposed to their grandparents for Christmas dinner.

People are "conceptualizing" and "internalizing" all over the place without a shade of embarrassment. A young woman declared that she was trying to "internalize" the "internalization of her various roles." Her boyfriend was searching for a "conceptualizing framework" for his career objective.

What's the reason for this deplorable laxity in linguistic behavior? Can it be blamed on Communism? Or on Vatican II? Or on radioactive particles in the atmosphere? Whatever the reason, all lovers of sanctity must unite to stop the flood of grossness which is saturating our public utterance. We must speak modestly of meeting new friends instead of being exposed to a wide variety of people. We mustn't talk, we mustn't dialogue; we must learn rather than have a learning experience. Let's stop relating to people and simply get along with them.

We grow up thinking that the young --- not role models, just models. We must purify our speech of monstrosities like "public sector" and "private sector," crudities such as "supply-side," and all phrases which include the word "fact." We must demonstrate the clean beauty of saying "I understand" instead of "I see where you're coming from." If we adults indulge in such lewd hearthome phrases as "I'm into geneology," how can we blame our youth for a foul word like "charism."

Above all, let us wash out that perversion of politeness: "Have a nice day." And those nasty sentimental signs: "Have you hugged your kid today?" and "Have you called your-Mom today?" Clean language begins here!
The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Snake's... (12)
2. information... (8)
3. donor... (10)
4. Exchange... (4)
5. tank... (5)
6. Wood... (9)
7. Share the... (10)
8. 26... (15)
9. "Beatrice a... (7, 4)
10. Speeds... (6)
11. Gut up... (3)
12. Shooting... (5)
13. Yesterday's puzzle solved:... (10)

DOWN
1. "Get..."... (5)
2. "Rider's..."... (5)
3. City on... (7)
4. Think... (6)
5. Serve... (7)
6. Has..."... (4)
7. Eats... (6)
8. Be..."... (5)
9. Scaleless... (7)
10. Cambodian... (9)
11. Otherwise... (9)
12. Lament... (6)
13. Backed... (6)
14. Depressant... (7)
15. Biotic... (7)
16. Adieu... (4)
17. Like Mount... (17)
18. Punget... (7)
19. Memento... (8)
20. Certain... (10)

Today

Molarity

BOB, CAN YOU GET ME A MILKWAy BAR?
SURE CAN.

DO YOU WANT COFFEE TOO?
THAT'LL BE NICE.

HEY, THEY'VE GOT A NEW VENDING MACHINE.
REALLY?

Michael Molinelli

YESS!... WOULD YOU LIKE SOME TENURE?
CAN I HAVE IT WITH THE OA LAUGHT?

Shoe

Jeff MacNelly

HOLD IT! THAT'S FINE.

WHAT? JUST HALF A CUP? DON'T YOU LIKE MY COFFEE?

I LIKE THE COFFEE....

IT'S THE COFFEE. I CAN DO WITHOUT.
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Molarety

Bob, can you get me a milkway bar?
Sure can.

Do you want coffee too?
That'll be nice.

Hey, they've got a new vending machine.
Really?

Michael Molinelli

Yes, sir!... Would you like some tenure?
Can I have it with the OA laughter?

Shoe

Jeff MacNelly

Hold it! That's fine.

What? Just half a cup? Don't you like my coffee?

I like the coffee...

It's the coffee. I can do without.

Doonesbury

Garry Trudeau

In the wake of Mr. Doonesbury's surprising decision to say he is considering
To the veteran humor sections of press
Doonesbury, here's reagan's in crannie
He claims to have seen information.

Lenten Penance Service

Sacred Heart Church

Wednesday, March 25

10 pm

Presiding:
Sr. Judith Ann Beattie, CSC
Homily: Fr. Dan Jenky, CSC

Confessions
Following

By popular demand...

one day only TUESDAY

MARCH 24

SENIOR FORMAL BIDS

will be sold again
Find somebody over break?
Don't miss the celebration

11:30 - 1:00
LaFortune and LeMans

Campus

12:15 p.m. — lenten mass, fr. griffin, informe rathbaker, all welcome.
1:30 p.m. — biology dept. seminar, "aspects of developmental biology among the digenic fishes," dr. raymond cable, purdue u., gavin auditorium.
7 p.m. — chaplin film series, "city lights," annenberg auditorium.
7:9, 11 p.m. — hollywood classic film series, "mr. smith goes to washington," engineering auditorium, sponsor: ad student film club.
7:30 p.m. — peace corps awareness celebration, "what does the peace corps do for a changing society?" welcome: richard reese, former peace corps keynote: sergeant shriver, first dir. peace corps, library auditorium.
IN SOLIDARITY WITH THE PEOPLE OF EL SALVADOR
on the anniversary of
the assassination of
ARCHBISHOP OSCAR ROMERO
March 24, 1980
in San Salvador, El Salvador

"...reforms are worthless if they are
stained in so much blood."

Mike Sclima, St. Peter Church, A.D.
John Forbes, St. Thomas More, A.D.
Rev. James T. Connelly, C.S.C.
Josie Callahan, C.S.C.
William Dohar, Michael Tota
Bob Antonelli, Mary Turgi
Karin Colsen, Keala Smith
Trixia Williams, Sally S.
Suzanne McHugh, Greg
Jean Breen, Dean Masztak
Frank Guilfoyle, Marty
Deborah J.

"Without God there can be no true
concept of liberation. Temporary
liberations, yes; but definitive, solid
liberations—only people of faith can
reach them."

Marie Novy, Sisters of Charity
Kevin Michael, Sisters of the Cross
Kathleen Callahan, C.S.C.
Peter Colon, C.F.X.
Helen Flood, St. John's
Trudy Reiter
Rita Schumacher, Cooper House
E. Callahan, Sisters of Charity
Mary L. Harty
Mary St. George
Pat Costello
Anthony Puleo
Helen Puleo
Sarah McKenna
James C. Keating
Barbara Sevin, C.S.C.
Mary K. legislation, St. John's
Pat Schaefer
Joe Sheffer
Bernard S. Deery
Deborah A. Sorea
Sister M. Griffin, C.S.C.
Harry Vally

"...I have an obligation to see that
faith and justice reign in my
country..."

Jean James, The Rag
Bob Heimbuch, C.F.X.
Tom Heimbuch, C.F.X.
Mary Anooy, C.F.X.
Michael Beck
Kevin Walker
Kevin Callahan
Pietro LaGiglia, C.S.C.
Peter Makusha
Mike Vally

"...the voice of all those people
without a voice..."

Janet Heise, St. Peter Church
Gloria Heube, St. John's
Vivian Heube
Mary Anne Churley
Heidi Heube
Kevin Heube

"May my death, if it is accepted by
God, be for the liberation of my
people and stand as a testimonial
of hope in the future."

Jan Heise, St. Peter Church
Helen Heube
William Heube
Mary Heube
Bob Heube
Ann Heube
Mary Alice Heube
Tom Heube

"...in the name of God, stop
the repression!"

Andrea White, St. John's
Mary Ann White
Bob White
Michael White
Deborah White
Patricia White

"...I do not believe in death without resurrection.
If they kill me, I shall rise again in the
Salvadoran people."

Michael Elmo
Dennis Elmo
Carolyn Scanlan
Erica Scanlan
Ann White
Jennifer Scanlan

A Prayer Service Commemorating the martyrdom of
Archbishop Romero will be held TODAY, March 24,
GROTTO
5 PM
Irish open baseball season

By ED KONRADY Sports Writer

The spring road trip for the Irish baseball team was rather bumpy. Its "exhibition" record of 0-7-1, although five of the eight games could have been snatched by the Irish had it not been for costly mistakes.

Looking ahead, the Irish continue their extended road schedule, facing Purdue on Wednesday, Huntington College on Saturday, and Dayton on Sunday before their home opener against rival Indiana on the first of April.

Highlighting the Irish trip were performances by pitchers Bob Bartlett and Bill Marte. Bartlett struck out 10 in a loss to Memphis State, and Marte, a sophomore, showed good form throughout the tourney.

Also standing out was junior first baseman Henry Valenzuela, with a .300 batting average.

In the first game, against Christian Brothers College of Tennessee, the Irish faced a tough foe in the 3rd inning when Valenzuela suffered a pulled hamstring. He missed the rest of the trip, and will be sidelined indefinitely.

In the second game, Delta State simply out-slugged the Irish in a 11-6. In the third game, the Irish were leading 8-6, when a costly error between two runs in and the game was called because of darkness at 8:40.

Thursday Notre Dame played Mississippi in a double-header. The Irish had an early 5-0 lead when David Clemens, a third baseman for Coach Gallo in the Cape Cod Baseball League, hit a three-run home run to lead Mississippi to an 8-5 victory.

Irish face Tri-State March 31

The Irish face Tri-State March 31 at 1:00 PM with the winner earning a spot in the second round match-up with Georgetown.

The Irish contingent in Florida with a 516 performance over the 72-hole tournament.

ND gets by JMU

By SKIP DESJARDIN Sports Writer

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — A week of preparation paid off for the Notre Dame women's golf team.

The Irish opened their season against the Eastern Regional in Atlanta.

There was no other important teams, in any sport... until this year.

The Irish began covering Notre Dame basketball, the first time for me.

I was there at the end of the long winter road trip, and there was no other important teams, in any sport... until this year.

I was there at the end of the long winter road trip, and there was no other important teams, in any sport... until this year.
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I was there at the end of the long winter road trip, and there was no other important teams, in any sport... until this year.
Inconsistency from the foul line brought defeat for Kelly Tripucka and the Irish. (Photo by Jim McDonnell)

McLaughlin accepts U Mass helm

By FRANK LAGROTTA
Sports Writer

Tom McLaughlin, assistant basketball coach at Notre Dame, today accepted the head coaching job at the University of Massachusetts.

The 30-year-old McLaughlin, who served under Digger Phelps for three seasons, will replace Ray Wilson as coach of the Minutemen. He is a 1973 graduate of the University of Massachusetts where, as a starting forward for three seasons, he helped the Minutemen to three appearances in the National Invitation Tournament.

A teammate of Julius Erving while at Massachusetts, where he earned a bachelor's degree in political science, McLaughlin said, "I'm grateful to the three years I've spent here. I am looking forward to getting underway.

"I feel very fortunate to have been given this opportunity," McLaughlin said. "I think Massachusetts is a great place with a great student body. Obviously, I have a lot of close friends there and I love the area. I'm looking forward to getting underway.

Out of focus... it isn't supposed to be this way. But that's the way it is. Brigham Young won and Notre Dame lost and the numbers stayed lighted high above the Omni, during you to argue."

Of course the scoreboard didn't give reasons, but that's okay because the "experts" had plenty. They scrambled for the downed laurels at a pace, smelling a free feed. The object of their acerbic criticism was, naturally, Digger Phelps. They blamed him because they had to blame somebody and it would have been so tacky to blame the players. But Phelps accepts it. It comes with the territory.

Yet, to harp solely on strategy was to miss a crucial point of what actually happened last Thursday in Atlanta. Misled shots, critical turnovers and a 57 percent accuracy rate from the free throw line were just as instrumental in causing Notre Dame's early exit from NCAA tournament play.

So much for the latter as they screamed:

"What was that stupid stuff? Up by 14 and hold the ball? No way, Digger! You should have held the ball!"

"Given a chance, however, Digger could have defended his strategy. He could have explained that the delay game is an offense, not a stall. He could have even pointed out that the object of the delay is in fact, to score points, although not in the run-and-gun fashion that basketball fans think the price of a ticket entitles them to.

On the contrary, patience is the watchword here. Move the ball around the perimeter and wait for the mistake that leads to a backdoor pass and a Sunshine slam-dunk. The old delaying move down the lane with a patented Patterson lay-up.

He could also have explained that the delay offense must have some merit because with it the Irish built a 14-point lead.

But all of this is not to say that the players should be blamed while Phelps and his assistants come out smelling like roses. Breakdowns like the Irish suffered against BYU are a lot more complicated than missed shots and mental mistakes and if you sit down and really analyze it, you'll probably find more than enough blame for everyone. Or no one.

"We win as a team and we lose as a team," Phelps explained.

Phelps did make mistakes - for about 32 minutes. Then the roof fell in and it was Notre Dame that started to err. The Irish became tentative, they started worrying about losing instead of thinking about winning. They held the ball and watched the clock as the Cougars slowly bought their way back into a ballgame that should have ended their season.

Hard to swallow but easy to understand. With Notre Dame up by 14 and coasting along at a solid clip, a let-up was only natural. And not only the players showed signs of overconfidence but so did a few Brigham Young fans were trying to peddle their tickets to Saturday's championship game while most Irish fans were buying all they could get their hands on.

But that's the way it is. Brigham Young won and Notre Dame lost and the numbers stayed lighted high above the Omni, during you to argue.

And Phelps had a feeling that this one was a long way from being over.

With 6:11 remaining, Kelly Tripucka hit a 10-foot jumper to put the Irish up 46-42. Six minutes later Tripucka took another shot - a 20-foot bomb that found its target. In between Notre Dame attempted only one other field goal which, incidentally, missed its mark.

Meanwhile, in the last 11 minutes of the ballgame, BYU outsore Notre Dame, 21-10. Second half stats showed the Irish were outscharfed 23-16, out-rebounded 16-9. It was a classic let-up, comparable to winning the early rounds of a fight then hoping to grab the decision on points rather than going for the knockout.

"Too much too early. But all of this is not to say that the players should be blamed while Phelps and his assistants come out smelling like roses. Breakdowns like the Irish suffered against BYU are a lot more complicated than missed shots and mental mistakes and if you sit down and really analyze it, you'll probably find more than enough blame for everyone. Or no one.

"We win as a team and we lose as a team," Phelps explained.

All of which was a moot point as Danny Angel pitifully went to the bench for the last time during the game as the clock ticked down to zero and the season clock struck 12 for the Irish.

Kelly Tripucka, head in hands, sobbing openly. Orlando Wooldridge, sitting in a corner, shaking his head. John Paxson, holding it and facing the press when the others were still trying to take up the slack like he had all year.

Senior manager Mike Vanic, going about the business of packing up equipment; saying nothing, but hurting as deafening. You're surrounded by emotion, but not the kind you can see or hear or easily discern.

But that's the way it is. Brigham Young won and Notre Dame lost and the numbers stayed lighted high above the Omni, during you to argue.

And Phelps had a feeling that this one was a long way from being over. Not when Tripucka hit that jumper to put the Irish up 46-42. Six minutes later Tripucka took another shot - a 20-foot bomb that found its target. In between Notre Dame attempted only one other field goal which, incidentally, missed its mark.

Meanwhile, in the last 11 minutes of the ballgame, BYU outsore Notre Dame, 21-10. Second half stats showed the Irish were outscharfed 23-16, out-rebounded 16-9. It was a classic let-up, comparable to winning the early rounds of a fight then hoping to grab the decision on points rather than going for the knockout.

"Too much too early. But all of this is not to say that the players should be blamed while Phelps and his assistants come out smelling like roses. Breakdowns like the Irish suffered against BYU are a lot more complicated than missed shots and mental mistakes and if you sit down and really analyze it, you'll probably find more than enough blame for everyone. Or no one.

"We win as a team and we lose as a team," Phelps explained.

All of which was a moot point as Danny Angel pitifully went to the bench for the last time during the game as the clock ticked down to zero and the season clock struck 12 for the Irish.

Kelly Tripucka, head in hands, sobbing openly. Orlando Wooldridge, sitting in a corner, shaking his head. John Paxson, holding it and facing the press when the others were still trying to take up the slack like he had all year.

Senior manager Mike Vanic, going about the business of packing up equipment; saying nothing, but hurting as deafening. You're surrounded by emotion, but not the kind you can see or hear or easily discern.

But that's the way it is. Brigham Young won and Notre Dame lost and the numbers stayed lighted high above the Omni, during you to argue.

And Phelps had a feeling that this one was a long way from being over.

With 6:11 remaining, Kelly Tripucka hit a 10-foot jumper to put the Irish up 46-42. Six minutes later Tripucka took another shot - a 20-foot bomb that found its target. In between Notre Dame attempted only one other field goal which, incidentally, missed its mark.

Meanwhile, in the last 11 minutes of the ballgame, BYU outsore Notre Dame, 21-10. Second half stats showed the Irish were outscharfed 23-16, out-rebounded 16-9. It was a classic let-up, comparable to winning the early rounds of a fight then hoping to grab the decision on points rather than going for the knockout.

"Too much too early. But all of this is not to say that the players should be blamed while Phelps and his assistants come out smelling like roses. Breakdowns like the Irish suffered against BYU are a lot more complicated than missed shots and mental mistakes and if you sit down and really analyze it, you'll probably find more than enough blame for everyone. Or no one.

"We win as a team and we lose as a team," Phelps explained.

All of which was a moot point as Danny Angel pitifully went to the bench for the last time during the game as the clock ticked down to zero and the season clock struck 12 for the Irish.
Soccer

The team's first venture into varsity competition was a success. The Johns Hopkins University.

...Era

Irish netters face tough away meets

Notre Dame's men's tennis team continues its tough road trend that sees the Irish 20-0 all-time against 21 matches on the road as they take a 11-6 record to Ball State this Saturday and continues down the road to Indiana State on Sunday. The Irish won six of 10 matches over spring vacation.

This isn't going to be an easy weekend for us," head coach Tom Fallon said. "I think Miami, Western Michigan and Ball State rank one-two-three in the Mid-American Conference this year. Manhattan gives us a very tough match this year already, and I'm sure the other two will also Indiana State may not be as good as they've been in the past, but I'm sure they'll be ready for us." Both teams lost to Notre Dame last season by 7-2 scores.

"I think we need to start doing winning these sets," Fallon said. "We've lost an awful lot of those so far — be against long Beach. We can't afford to continue in this.”

The Irish are 16-21 in three-setters compared to 35-16 during the 20-5 campaign last season.
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The Irish are 16-21 in three-setters compared to 35-16 during the 20-5 campaign last season.
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Ainge pulls lead on Notre Dame

By PAUL MULLANEY
Sports Writer

ATLANTA - Brigham Young's Danny Ainge did very little to hurt Notre Dame in the first 39 minutes of Thursday night's East Regional final. But then came the All-American guard pulled the plug on the Irish by hurling a leap shot on the game's final play to give the Cougars a 51-49 win.

Ainge shot from the lane over the outstretched fingers of Orlando Woolridge. The ball fell through with two of Thursday night's East Regional "nine fingers" - the stretch of time that gave the Crusaders a fifth state title in the past few years.

"If you set up two free throws, I think we could win that game," said Ainge, who doubles as a third baseman for the Toronto Blue Jays. "I saw an open shot there, and I decided to take it to the hole. I guess I was just fortunate.

It was usually the only time in the game that Ainge could consider himself unfortunate. BYU's catalyst (averaging 25.2 points before tip-off) was stopped throughout most of the contest by a box-and-one defense that saw Irish guard John Paxson become Ainge's shadow. "He was following me everywhere I went," said Ainge. "He doesn't make any mistakes."

Notre Dame held Ainge to only 12 points - his lowest output of the season. His only points of the first half came on two free throws. He took only four shots in the half - missing all three - as the Irish pulled ahead by 10, 28-18, at intermission.

"Ainge had 37 points against UCLA, and we didn't want him to do it again today," said Irish coach Digger Phelps afterwards. "We wanted to control him, and we did... until the last eight seconds."

Digger Phelps' defensive game plan called to shut off Ainge, his offensive strength to avoid the type of transition game that BYU - under head coach Jerry Tarkanian - uses most of the time.

"We didn't want to run and shoot with them," Phelps said.

Notre Dame's patient offense worked well in the first half. The Irish committed only five turnovers in the first 20 minutes and used a trio of three-point plays to build their halftime bulge. They had great success working the ball underneath to Woolridge, who scored 11 of his game high-17 points before intermission.

"We were really embarrassed at the half," confessed Arnold. "In fact, Notre Dame outplayed us virtually the entire game. They controlled the tempo, and we weren't ready for their box-and-one. It was the first time we had seen it all year."

A minute into the second half, the Irish had built their largest lead at 32-18. They continued to keep a double-figure lead as Tripucka scored Notre Dame's first eight points of the stanza. When Woolridge hit a short bank shot with 11:49 left, the Irish found themselves leading by 11, 40-29. That's when the Cougars, according to Arnold, "chipped away, and chipped away, and chipped away" at the Notre Dame lead.

While three of its starters (center Greg Kite, guard Steve Craig and forward Fred Roberts) were one person away from fouling out, BYU scored seven unanswered points in the next two minutes. The Irish lead slowly dissolved as Danny Ainge baskets became fewer and farther between.

With 3:54 left, BYU came within one point when Greg Bulliff's three-point play made the score 48-47. Bulliff drove the lane for the basket and drew the foul on a collision with Irish guard Tim Walker, who suffered a sprain.

See AINGE, page 11

Accepting the loss to BYU

Needless to say we were very disappointed after last week's loss to Brigham Young in Atlanta. In a lot of ways it was disheartening. My team had worked very hard this season to win a national championship. Each of them, in his own way, gave Notre Dame something special and I am going to miss them all a great deal.

It is very difficult to accept a loss like that, but there is really no one to put the blame on. I think we had a good game plan and I think we were prepared. A lot of people will criticize us for some of the things we tried to do, but I think if you look at the film of BYU all year, that was the way to beat them. UCLA tried to run with them in Providence and we saw what happened there.

"It just wasn't in the cards for us. First we lost Woolridge for two weeks of practice and that had to hurt his timing. His status against BYU were great but the little things were missing. But that wasn't his fault. He gave more than we had a right to ask of him. Besides, if we would have won that game, it was the opinion of the doctors and trainers that he might not have been ready to play Virginia two days later. One good game we can't expect to win two. I don't think we might not have been able to give us another one 48 hours later.

Then we lost Tracy Jackson with a concussion at the end of the game and we probably wouldn't have had him ready on Saturday either. We never fool around with things that are head emergencies. To the degree we would have played Virginia without Jackson and with Woolridge at less than 100 percent. We never fool around with things that are head emergencies. To the degree we would have played Virginia without Jackson and with Woolridge at less than 100 percent.

"We had a 14 points lead and we lost it. We had BYU down 10 when we wanted them and we let them get away. We lost the game. Period.

But give our kids some credit. We had a hell of a year. Nobody thought we could beat Indiana, Maryland at College Park, North Carolina State at Raleigh, the way we beat Virginia... it was a great season. One we can be proud of.

Regarding the rumors which say I'm leaving Notre Dame for a job with CBS, all I want to say is that they're lies. I haven't talked to anyone from CBS and I have no plans to do so. My plans right now are to coach at Notre Dame next season.

Right now what we're worried about is recruiting some kids to come in with Ron Rowan and Danny Duff, the two guards we've already signed. I'd like to say I'm sorry to see Tommy McLaughlin leave, but I'm very happy for him and I think the University of Massachusetts is getting a great coach and a great human being. We'll move Gary Brokaw up to a full-time assistant and I know he'll do an excellent job for us.

As for me, I'm going to finish up recruiting, take a little vacation, and come back and start planning for next season. Rumor has it that we'll be rebuilding next year; that we'll have a weak team and on off year. Well, I'll say let them believe what they want to. I hope the whole country thinks we're going to be terrible. That way we can surprise everyone we play.

Our goal next season will be to get it winning, win 20 games, and earn Notre Dame's ninth straight NCAA playoff bid. That's the challenge we're facing and, personally, I can't wait to get started.

College Park, North Carolina State at Raleigh, the way we beat Virginia... it was a great season. One we can be proud of.